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Update on West Mosul muster points, 4 June
Heavy ISIS resistance around the Al Jumhoori hospital in Al Shifaa has temporarily cut off the displacement
route north towards the new bridge. There is currently one major route of displacement and one main muster
point for onward transport to Scorpion Junction. The muster point is located at Yarmuk Circle, the major
intersection on the Baghdad road between Al Aslah Zira’i to the north and Al Mattahin and Al Abar to the
south. The location is protected to some extent by the overpass and no incidents of indirect fire have been
reported at the site.

Contact Rise directly if you require coordinates of the places mentioned in this report.
Risks of fleeing
Iraqi forces have succeeded in retaking Al Sahaa and parts of Al Zinjili in recent days but progress is gradual
and the risks of fleeing while still within range of ISIS snipers and machine gunners is enormous. Recent reports
of over 70 civilians lying dead and dying beside the Pepsi factory in northern Al Zinjili – mostly from gunshot
wounds – including children, women, and old men still sitting in their wheelchairs, illustrate the horrific
gauntlet that escapees are running, as well their desperation to get out.
In most cases, Iraqi forces will wait until an area is not only retaken but has been cleared of enemy fire before
telling civilians to leave their houses; hence the frequent trend of civilians arriving at muster points in large
groups. Families arriving in small groups or on their own have often escaped from ISIS-controlled territory –
sometimes because their house has been destroyed by an airstrike or artillery, pushing them to flee while
leaving dead family members behind.
Sources within the city claim to have witnessed the recent use of white phosphorus, a skin-burning material
and banned substance under Geneva conventions, in airbursts over West Mosul. Given the extremely
imprecise nature of this munition and density of civilian populations within ISIS-controlled territory, the civilian
toll will be disastrous if these allegations are correct.
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View from Yarmuk Circle towards Al Zinjili. Photo: Brett Ryan

Trucks waiting for IDPs under the overpass at Yarmuk Circle muster point.
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Yarmuk Circle muster point
We were told on the morning of 4 June that around 6,000 individuals had displaced towards Yarmuk Circle in
rd
the last few days – mostly from Al Zinjili through Al Sahaa or along the 3 bridge road. More were expected
that afternoon, in conjunction with a break in the offensive by Iraqi forces in Al Zinjili to consolidate gains and
give civilians in recently retaken areas the chance to leave.
Upon arrival at Yarmuk Circle, men are given a pat down to check for weapons and explosives. There is no
database screening here although the IDPs themselves act as informants, pointing out any alleged ISIS
members among them. There is a mobile clinic run by Dary, and Muslim Aid are present distributing a box with
ready-to-eat food and bottles of water to each family – two to especially large families. Families are then
loaded onto waiting ISF trucks and taken to Scorpion Junction where the men are screened. Women and
children have the option of being collected by relatives at the site and thereby avoiding going to Scorpion
Junction, but men must go and can then rejoin their families later, once they have been cleared. Needs
regarding food, water and medical care were reportedly being met at the muster point. Protection actors
should be on standby for IDP arrivals at the site.
th

There is a nearby 9 Div. CCP which reportedly receives some IDPs asking for medication, food and water –
these are most likely women and children who have chosen not to accompany their adult male family
members to Scorpion Junction and are walking south from the muster point. The CCP is not clearly visible from
the muster point but it’s on the main road south. Free Burma Rangers are also present at this site.

RPG on the pavement near to the muster point at Yarmuk Circle.

Other muster points
th

The two ERD muster points along the Syria road have been closed. The 9 Div. CCP was moved from its
previous location north of Al Najjar, to the Syria road on the edge of Al Rifa’i for a few days, and then to a new
location in Al Abar, on the Baghdad road just south of the main muster point – as mentioned above. The Syria
road is not currently a major route of displacement from Al Zinjili.
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The Al Samat mosque, formerly a CTS-controlled muster point, is now empty and has no function. We
attempted to reach the muster point located between Al Akidat and the train station but were unable to get
beyond the FedPol checkpoint because of a temporary sniper threat in the area. The frontline bordering the
south of the Old City remains fairly static and very few IDPs were reported to have recently displaced through
Al Akidat and/or the train station. However, there is reportedly a muster point in this location in preparation
for potential displacement along this route.
There have been very few arrivals at the Ninewa Hotel muster point/screening site. As mentioned above, this
is chiefly because of strong ISIS resistance in and around the Al Jumhoori Hospital in Al Shifaa, which has
caused Iraqi forces to adapt their offensive and has prevented civilians fleeing to the north. Only 4-5 families
arrived on 2 June, 3 families on 3 June and no families had yet arrived on the afternoon of 5 June. The families
that do make it to the Ninewa Hotel muster point/screening site have often escaped from ISIS territory along
unusual routes. One family at the site fled when their house was destroyed – allegedly by an airstrike. They
reached Al Rifa’i, then were taken to the fuel station muster point/screening site on the Syria road near
Badoush – then back to Al Aslah Zera’i and then to the Ninewa Hotel muster point/screening site. The family
will soon be taken to Salamiyah camp.

There is a large ISIS granary located in a recreation ground in 17 Tammuz, on the main road running along the
east side of the neighbourhood. The ISF have a checkpoint in the area and allow particularly needy families to
help themselves to the grain stored there – the granary is not open to all. We met a group of three women who
had come all the way from Al Ma’mun to collect grain, and over the past 10 days we have seen families with
large sacks of grain on the road near this granary, hitching lifts back to their neighbourhoods.
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